Chapter-2

SIGN STIMULI & STIMULUS

FILTERING
SIGN STIMULUS|
In ethology, a fixed action pattern (FAP), or modal action pattern, is an instinctive Behavioural
sequence that is indivisible and runs to completion. Fixed action patterns are invariant and are
produced by a neural network known as the innate releasing mechanism in response to an external sensory stimulus known as a sign stimulus or releaser. It was Konrad Lorenz who first
realized that specific stimuli (which he called as the key stimulus) was needed to release the FAP.
He said that the stimulus acts as a key which unlocks and opens a particular fixed action pattern.

A sign stimulus is a part of a stimulus configuration; it is external to theanimal, and
relevant toa particular response. Quite frequently one finds animals responding to only one
special partof the array of stimuli presented to them. It means that an animalresponding in a nonreflex fashion utilizes only restricted aspects of the environment apparently ignoring the othersi.e.
it responds to only a part of the potential information contained in the stimulus situation. This
relevant part is called the sign stimulus.|It is the essential feature of a stimulus, which is necessary to elicit a response. In order to discover which part of the stimulus configuration has got
the
sign stimulus value, that part must be experimentally altered or even eliminated. In doing so
however other parts may be altered as well and in each case it must be determined as to what
extent a sign stimulus depends upon the total stimulus configuration.

EssENTIAL FEATURES OF SIGN STIMULI
A. A particular cue: In sign stimuli, a particular cue or a specific sign is ofcritical
importance and is responsible for releasing a Behaviour)

Examples:
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D. Effect of stimulus strength: Many alterations in sign stimuli evoke a weaker or
Stronger response in the animal responsive to them. In stimulus analysis, therefore, it is
necessary to make sure there is a reproducible stimulus property.

Example:
Territorial pied flycatchers (Ficedula hypoleuca) tend to mob a male red-backed shrike
(Lanius collurio), a potential predator. An indispensable sign stimulus eliciting
the mobbing
response (calls/minute) is the black eye bar of the shrike. Dummy
experiments have shown that
when the shade of the bar is varied, so as to decrease the
contrast of the bar against the light grey
head, the mobbing response decreases. How
precisely the birds attend to the nature of the bar is
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Fig 5. Showing the strength of response
to sign stimulus by flycatchers
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onc. Therefore in such instances, the response of
two stimuli would produce twice the cffeet of
the releasers appears to be additive.
2. Egg-retrieving Bchaviour in the hering gullis afflected by a mumberof visualpropertics of
an cgg on the rim of the nest. Size, speckling, and background coloration (green being more

effeetive than brown) have been shown to be important, and each of these components adds
algebraically to the effect of the others. With constant egg background coloration, the omission
of speckling could bc compensated forby a constant increase in size for all values of size tested.
The effccts ofspeckling and size are thus additively superimposed, and eithercan be substituted
for the other to produce the same total stimulus valuc.

Stimulus interaction: Stimulus pattern components in cases ofmultiple sign stimult
do not always follow the rule of heterogeneous summation. bn most other cases stimult
depend on the associated presence ofothers; that is, they show stimulus interaction. ln ihe
exreme, this may lead to the total breakdown of recognition of patteru, even if only one
characteristic ofthe whole is mnissing.
E.

a

Example:
Territorial pied lycatchers mob a male red- backed shrike model more strongly than any
other shrike model used. A model possessing only the black eye bar and another showing the
rest of the whole color pattem ofthe male shrike are virtually ineffective. By adding up their
stimulus values one obtains only a minor fraction of the response to the whole pattern (Fig 6).
Apparently, both pattern components depend on each other in their effectiveness i.e. they do not
follow any pure algebraic summation paradigm as referred to above.
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Fig 6. Showing stimulus values ofthree models of red backed slhrike
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Motivation properties of sign stimuli: Sign stiuli not only have a releaji
function. In addition, they direct responses in space, and they often change the readinen
of the recipient to respond in a particular way.
G.

Example:
This aspect can be illustrated by the fighting Behaviour
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honey-bees (Apis nelifera), make use of landmarks to relocate their burrows or their hives.
espcctively,
2. Jacklaws (Corvus momedula) and tits (Paridac) mob wlhen a conspecilic is threatened
by the approach of'a mamalian predator.
3. Still more perplexing Behaviour can be observed in hamadryad baboons (Papio h
A subordiate groupmenberusually gives way to superior members, but ifthe domindryas).
Inant ale is at its back, the suborlinate animal will oxcasionally threaten one of the other more
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Why are natural stimuli not supernormal?
is also easy to understand why the natural stimuli have not themselves evolvedto
towar
the supemomal condition. As it is, natural selection can rarcly lead to perfection: animal
als
for the best compromise. Female fritillaries would attract more males if they beat their seta
faster, but their wings are also used for flying and there are severe mechanical limitations
It

onte

speed wit which they can be moved. Similarly, an adult herring gull's bill would probabli
highly inefficient in all but attracting the pecks of its chicks
if were as long and narrow a he
supemormal model. There will also be a limit on how many eggs a female
stickleback can produ

it
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Sense organs of an animal in general are designed
to pick up large amounts ofinformation
about an animal's environment. Sensory neurons
however have modalities and receptivefields
that are strongly biased in favor of gathering
information that is Behaviourally significant fortha
species. Higher-order neurons in a sensory
system cope with all varied information collectedby
sensory organs by discarding much of it and
keeping only the most significant aspects. These
ncurons act essentially as filters, and transmit
only certain aspects of the signal they receive.A
consequence of this is that much of the information
present at the level of the sensory receptors
is thrown away.

Stimulusfiltering or sensory filtering can thus
be defined

as "The process ofseparating
useful sensory information from the many
thousands of stimuli present
in the external
environment, so that only potentially usefiul
information.is.sent to the brain",
Through the
process ofstimulus filtering the nervous system
appears to have developed
the capability to
perceive and distinguish between minute differences
in stimuli, which allow
the animal to only
react to significant impetus. This enables the animal to conserve
energy as it is not responding to
unimportant signas.

s59Filtering is largely achieved by circuits, in which neurons

interact with each otherthrough
their synaptic connections. As a result of these interactions,
some features ofthesignal
are enhanced
and others are discarded at each level in a sensory system.
This progressive refinement of the
sensory signal begins at the very first synapse, between asensory
receptor and a second-order
neuron. Generally, lower-order neurons respond to fairly
simple characteristics ofstimuli,such
as changes in brightness. Higher-order neurons, on
the other hand, often respond to particular
patterns of stimuli in which infomation coming from
particular groups of sensory receptors is
combined together.
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ExAMPLES OF STIMULUS FILTERING

The calls of male green tree frogs have two peaks ofsound energy, a low one at 900 Hz
and a high one at about 3000 Hz (Gerhardt 1974). The ears ofthe females are tuned to pickup
these two frequencies in particular: in the female's auditory system, the so-called 'amphibian
papilla' is most sensitive to frequencies between 200 and 1200 Hz while the 'basilar papilla
responds best to sounds of about 3000 Hz (Capranica and Moffat 1975). Narins and Capranica
(1976) showed a remarkable sex difference in the hearing ofa related species oftree frog, which
accounts for the fact that males and females respond to different sign stinmuli in the call of the male
-a double co-qui' leading to stimulus filtering. By playing back tape recordings ofthe males call
to the frogs, Narins and Capranica were able to show that males (who attackk other males that
approach them) respond only to the 'co' note, and females only to the 'qui'. Neuro-physiological
recordings made it clear that each sex heard only the note of relevance to itself because the
neurons of the inner ear were tuned differently for males and females.
il ratee
2. Another example comes from the study of moth's auditory system which helps it to escape
from bat's echolocation. Attached to the tympanum in the ear of moth are two auditory receptors: Al and A2. As intense sound pressure waves sweep over the moth's body they cause the
tympanum to vibrate thus deforming these receptor cells. This opens stretch-sensitive channels in
the cell membrane and provides the effective stimuli for a moth auditory receptor. These receptors work in the same ways that most neurons do, by responding to the energy contained in
selected stimuli and changing the permeability of their cell membranes to positively charged ions.
Even though the Al and A2 receptors work in a similar fashion, there are significant differences
between them. The differential sensitivity of the Al and A2 sensory neurons leads to stimulus
filtering of the bat vocalizations
The Al receptor is sensitive to low frequencies. Long-distance evasion tactics are enaway and therefore the Al sensory neurons fire. It serves as
gaged when the bat isfar
the main bat detector, and as the rate of firing increases the moth turns away from the bat
to reduce sonar echo.
The A2 receptor is sensitive to high frequencies. When the bat is in extremely close
range, short-distance evasion tactics are engaged with the use of A2 sensory neurons.
The A2 receptor is the emergency back-up system by initiating eratic flight movements
as a last-ditch effort to evade capture.
The adaptive value of the physiological mechanisms of two distinct receptors aids in the
evasion of capture from bats.
1.

3.Female midshipman fish undergo stimulus filtering when it comes time to mate with a male.
Midshipman fish use stimulus filtering when istening to sounds produced by underwaterspecies.
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Dominant signals underwater range between 60-120 Hz. which most normally
the.
tive to the fish's auditory receptor. However. the female auditory systemn changes
changessseaso
acoustical stimuli in the songs of malemidshipman fish. In the summer whenn femalem Onalh
midsh
fish are reproducing they listen to a male humming song that can
be produce a frequene
400 Hz. The summer is reproducing season for the females so their
hearing is more senele
the high frequency of the male lhumming.
sitive
ADVANTAGES OF STIMULUS
FILTERING

The proximate causes of stimulus filtering
can be many things in and around an animat
environment, but the ultimate cause
of this response may be the evolutionary advantageofe

by stimulus filtering.

An animal that saves energy by
not responding to unnecessary
stimuli may haven
creased fitness, which means that
it would be able to produce more offspring,
wher
an animal that does not filter
stimuli may have reduced fitness
due to depleted ene
stores.
An animal that practices stimulus
filtering may also be more likely
to respond appropm
ately to seriousthreatsthan an animal
thatis distracted by unimportant
stimuli.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS:
Multiple choices
1.A fixed action patterm is
a. An instinctive Behaviour
C.

b. Released by sign
stimulus

Indivisible

d. All of the above
2. When organisms respond to only a
special part of the array of stimuli
presented to themit
relates to
a. Sign stimulus
bStimulus filtering
i norv
c. Fixed action pattern
d. All of the above
3 Which of the following characteristics
acts as a sign stimuli for the male
stickleback fish?
a. Position of the fin
b. Bcating of the tail

c. Red color of abdomen

it

fd.

None of the above

4. Human lips made strikingly beautiful by applying lipstick
is an example of
a.Sign
tË tel f:
TLTb. Stimulusfiltering
C Supernormal stimulus
esy tTAd. None of the

stimulusI3

above.aidet
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5. In stimulus filtering
a. Some signals are enhanced

b. Somestimuli are reduced
c. Both a and b
d. Neither a nor b

T97 13 TnO

ato

biuale uo131DNLt

6. The concept of sign stimulus was first given by
b. Wilson
a. Lorenz

c. Tinbergen

d. Darwin

7. Fixed action patterns are expressed in response to
b. Key stimulus
a. Sign stimulus

c. Releasers

d. All of the above

Male green tree frog responds to
b. qi note
a. co note
d. All of the above
C. co-qi note
9. In stimulus filtering an organism
a. Receives all stimuli but reacts to only part of it
b. Receives all stimuli and reacts to all of it
c. Receives part of the stimuli but reacts to the whole only
d. None of the above
10. Which of the following is true for sign stimulus?
a. It must be presented in the right perspective
b. It can be single or multiple
or weaker response
C. Its alterations produce a stronger
d. All of the above.
8.

Very

short answer type

What is FAP?
2. What is meant by stimulus interaction of sign stimuli?
3. Give an example ofsupernormal stimulus?
to?
4. What sort of stimulus information do higher order neurons respond
green tree frogs most responsive to?
5. To what sound frequencies is the amphibian papilla of
1.

Short answertype:
Enumerate the rule of heterogeneous summation with respect to sign stimuli.
2. Explain how stimulus filtering manifests in organisms.
1.
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3. Comment on the statement

"What stimulus the organism will respond
lependsupont
to dependtn
internal state of the organism".
4. What precautions should
one undertake in interpreting sign stimuli?
5. Explain what effects
multiple sign stimuli produce on stimulus
quality?

Long

answertype

1. What is

sign stimulus? How
do sign stimuli differ from supernormal
effects of stimulus
stimuli? Analyzet
strength and stimulus interaction
on sign stimuli.
2. Define stimulus
filtering. Explain with
suitable examples how stimulus
animals. Comment
filtering occursi
on the advantages stimulus
of
filtering.
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